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Technology: Competitive & Complementary
Powered by 58 million transistors, IBM's new award-
winning 64-bit PowerPC 970FX microprocessor will be
the first chip built using a breakthrough combination
of silicon-on-insulator (SOI), strained silicon and cop-
per wiring technologies, the company announced. IBM
is putting the new technology immediately to work in
volume 90nm production at its 300mm manufacturing
facility located in East Fishkill, N.Y. 
The company's 64-bit PowerPC 970FX microprocessor
will be the first chip built using this trio of IBM tech-
nology breakthroughs.
Today, chip designers and manufacturers are confronted
by conflicting pursuits of increased processing speed
and reduced power consumption. Typically, in order to
achieve one of these goals, chip-makers need to sacri-
fice or significantly impair the other -- trading power
consumption for performance (and vice versa). 
IBM conquered this challenge by integrating strained sil-
icon and SOI into the same manufacturing process. This
breakthrough speeds the flow of electrons through
transistors to increase performance and provide an insu-
lating layer in the silicon that isolates transistors to
decrease power consumption. 
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Thri-tech combination
Extending its thrust in silicon-
based optical components to
modulators, Intel Corp.
researchers say they have
reached1GHz speeds with 
modulators which have on-chip
phase-shifting capabilities.
To date, experimental silicon
diodes have reached data mod-
ulation speeds of only about
20MHz, lagging on GaAs or InP
modulators.
Intel claims it has achieved 50-
times-faster speeds by taking a
very different approach: MOS
capacitor structures, that accu-
mulate majority carriers, to
modify the refractive index of
light.The device splits a laser
beam into two paths.Applying
a voltage, either path of light
can be phase shifted.The ones
and zeroes of data are repre-
sented by the phase of two
light beams, either as the same
or as different.
Scaling would allow more mod-
ulators to be created on the
same die, increasing the per-
formance with CMOS logic
devices adding intelligence.
Among possibilities suggested
for the device are:
• interactive digital television
system, moving the view point
while the game is being played.
With only a limited number of
digital cameras, it might be pos-
sible to synthesize a virtual
movable 'seat' anyplace view-
ing, well beyond the capacity of
current digital TV systems.
• laser communications in con-
ventional computer chips solv-
ing the ‘last mile’ challenge and
combining powerful servers
and supercomputers into multi-
ple processors.
Intel still has to prove that it
can further increase the speed
and lower the power require-
ments before it has a commer-
cial product, and the issue of
scaling may be significant.
But the company seems confi-
dent it can advance perform-
ance tenfold, making devices in
the next five years.
Intel’s silicon optical modulator
Lasers to loose niche
Three-dimensional printers use
high-intensity lasers to harden
thin layers of liquid plastic or
melt and fuse metal or plastic
powders to build up the 3D
forms, and are used by industry
for both rapid prototyping and
manufacturing.
Lasers are however relatively
expensive components and
researchers from the University
of Southern California have
made a 3D printer, without
using a laser.
Dubbed the ‘selective inhibi-
tion sintering method’ the
process uses an inkjet nozzle
to treat portions of a powder
with an anti-sintering agent
like salt water, so it resists
melting.The entire form is
then exposed to high-intensity
heat.The selective inhibition
sintering is faster than laser,
uses less energy, and cheaper
components.
The prototype 3D printer was
used to build forms using layers
1/10mm. Each layer can be
completed in as few as 15 sec-
onds and the prototype is accu-
rate to within 2/10ths of a mil-
limeter, and could be improved
with a commercial quality
printhead.
The technology has been
licensed to build a commercial
machine, and could be used
practically within a year..The
research work appeared in
Issue 1, 2003 of Rapid
Prototyping Journal.
Contact http://konstanza.
emeraldinsight.com
Cypress 
and Silecs 
co-develop
low-k materials 
Cypress Semiconductor Corp
and Silecs Inc have agreed to
collaborate on the develop-
ment and testing of Silecs’
novel, non-porous, low-k dielec-
tric materials in certain devices
manufactured by Cypress.
The key objectives are to
improve speed performance,
lower power consumption,
reduce manufacturing costs
and improve overall device
yield.This project is part of
Cypress’ efforts to develop low-
k process for use in device
manufacturing.
Low-k dielectrics are used in
the manufacturing of
advanced IC devices and are
important in achieving high-
speed and reduced power
consumption. Low-k materials,
particularly porous low-k
films, have proved difficult to
integrate into the IC manufac-
turing processes.This is mainly
due to their insufficient ther-
mo-mechanical robustness,
absorption of wet chemicals
during processing and mis-
matches in thermal expansion
characteristics with intercon-
nect metals.Through molecu-
lar engineering, Silecs has
developed non-porous, low-k
materials to specifically over-
come these issues.
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